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Lab II (www.labii.com) is a project envisions to incorporate the daily routine of managing a research lab to a web platform. Currently, we focus on the feature allows academic researchers easily creating and hosting a lab profile website without coding by themselves.

After the first round of visiting a lab at UC Davis Medical Center, I have fairly enough understanding of the lab, and would like to get more inspiration from the other fields related about time and routine management. Bus stop fits to this need, since the public transportation system is designed to be arrive on time, also passengers rely heavily on the time schedule to plan their trip. The bus stop at the intersection of Bancroft an Telegraph is one of the busiest bus stops around the campus, which makes it a great place to observe the interactions.
Bus Stop, Bancroft / Telegraph

I visited the bus stop at the morning, which is relatively fewer people among all day. There were only two people waiting for the bus coming. One female student was using her smartphone; the other man was standing in front of the advertisement poster. They both seem pretty bored and just doing something to fill up the wait.

There were also a group of Chinese elementary school students and their teachers assemble by the bus stop, although they were not waiting for the bus, their noise did arouse people’s attention.
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Color Palette

Bus Stop, Bancroft / Telegraph

01 - Pure White
R - 255%
G - 255%
B - 255%

02 - Black
R - 0%
G - 0%
B - 0%

03 - Blue
R - 0%
G - 101%
B - 193%

04 - Cerulean
R - 0%
G - 166%
B - 172%

Label
The color palette tries to capture the overall image and value I see from the time schedule and the mood among the bus stop. I choose white and black to represent the timeliness on the bus schedule; blue and cerulean for soothing the uncertainty people waiting for the bus.
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